Draft proposal for a new supplement
to the 01 series of amendments to
UN Regulation No. 55
(Mechanical coupling device)

I. Proposal

Annex 1,

Item 9.3., amend to read:

"9.3. For class A mechanical coupling device or components, including towing brackets, if applicable:

…"

II. Justification

1. It is required to fill in item 9.3. if mechanical coupling devices and components class A are going to be approved. In case of approval coupling ball as a component only it is not dedicated for specific vehicle and it seems to be confused fill in item 9.3 in case of component. Approved coupling ball shall be treated universally and can be used in different vehicles.

2. We suggest fill in item 9.3 only in case completed mechanical coupling device. Therefore, it is proposed amend the sentence and add ", if applicable".